Egypt - Cairo
“Where It All Begins”
Duration:- 3 Nights / 4 Days
No of Pax:- 50

Overview of Egypt
•

Egypt is a country that brings to mind the exotic. Beautiful pyramids,
mysterious mummies and lots of gold. That is what everybody
perceives Egypt as.

•

Cairo, the capital of Egypt & most famous city, is essentially a
stunning white desert and one of the greatest megacities in the world.

•

Exotic with its rich history and cultures, Cairo is one city that
travellers absolutely love.

•

Go beyond the modern hustle and you will find the ancient yet
strikingly brilliant architecture that has been standing since centuries.

•

Egyptians speaks Arabic while English and French are spoken by most
educated Egyptians and by shopkeepers and others.

•

Best time to visit:- From September through to April.

•

1 Egyptian Pound = 4.35 Indian Rupee

Flight Matrix
CairoEgypt

Onward

Return

Airport

Air Line

Onward
Time

Mumbai

Kuwait Air
302/545

02:25-11:10

4h 10M Halt
Kuwait Air
1H 50M Halt
12H 15M
13:05-01:10
in Kuwait
546/301
in Kuwait

8H 35M

Delhi

Kuwait Air
382/545

02:45-11:50

4h 10M Halt
Kuwait Air
2H 40M Halt
12H 35M
12:25-01:15
in Kuwait
546/381
in Kuwait

9H 20M

Chennai

Kuwait Air
344/545

02:45-11:50

3H 20M Halt
Kuwait Air
1H 55M Halt
12H 30M
12:25-01:30
in Kuwait
546/343
in Kuwait

9H 35M

Bangalore

Kuwait Air
354/545

04:55-11:50

4H 30M Halt
Kuwait Air
4H 30M Halt
12H 00M
12:25-03:55
12H 00M
in Kuwait
546/353
in Kuwait

Hyderabad

Emirates525/927

04:10-10:25

5H 20M Halt
11H 45M
in Dubai

Duration

Air Line

Return Time

Stop

Emirates3H 05M Halt
12:25-01:40
928/2128
in Dubai

Average flight cost per Pax is INR 43,000/-

Note:-** Flight costs are indicative and it may change at the time of confirmation**

Duration

9H 45M

Places to visit in Cairo
The Great Pyramid
• The Pyramid, 756 feet wide and 481 feet high, is the largest of three principal pyramids at the Giza Necropolis.
• It was built by 100,000 men between 2580 and 2560 BC using over 5 million tons of limestone. The largest blocks,
transported from Aswan (over 500 miles away) weigh about 80 tons.
• The Pyramid remained the tallest man-made structure for almost four millennia, until the building of the spire to
Lincoln Cathedral in 1300.
• It contains three chambers: one for the King, another for the Queen, and a third whose function remains
unknown.

Places to visit in Cairo
The Sphinx
• The Sphinx built of limestone and rising to a height of 66 feet, this statue of a lion's body and human head was
completed in about 2500BC.
• Buried in sand for centuries, the Sphinx was not fully excavated until 1936.
• It is famously missing its nose and beard. Accordingly to legend, Napoleon's soldiers were responsible for
removing the former!
• Visit Time: 8 am to 5 pm, daily (4.30 pm in winter and at 3 pm during Ramadan).

Places to visit in Cairo
Muhammad Ali Mosque
• Ali—regarded as the founder of modern Egypt—is buried in a white marble tomb in the Mosque's courtyard.
• Built between 1830 and 1848, the Citadel of Saladin is the largest mosque constructed in the nineteenth century
and the most visible mosque in Cairo
• The spacious building, constructed in Ottoman style using limestone and alabaster, has a central dome which is 21
metres in diameter and stands 51 metres high.
• It is decorated with gold, hanging globe lamps and a number of small stained glass windows, and is surrounded
by four semi-circular domes and four smaller corner domes.
• Visit Time: Daily from 8 am to 5 pm. Closed to visitors on Fridays.

Places to visit in Cairo
The Egyptian Museum
• Established in 1902, and housed in a distinctive red brick building on Tahrir Square, the Museum's collection
extends to over 120,000 artefacts.
• The highlight is undoubtedly the Golden Mask of Tutankhamen, which rested over the King's bandaged face in his
sarcophagus; composed of 11 kilograms of solid gold, the Mask is thought to represent the King's features.
• The Museum also houses a large number of other artefacts discovered in Tutankhamen's tomb, including a
decorated chest, ivory and gold bracelets and other jewellery and weapons.
• Visit Time: 9am to 7pm, daily. The Museum is less crowded in the afternoon. Cameras are not allowed inside the

Places to visit in Cairo
Saqqara Pyramids
• Saqqara, located 30 kilometres south of Cairo, is a 7 x 1.5 kilometre area used as a burial site for the Ancient
Egyptian capital, Memphis.
• It contains numerous pyramids and other smaller burial tombs, including the famous Step Pyramid of Djoser.
• The Pyramid, dating from the 27th century BC, has a base of 108 x 125 metres and six steps taking it to a height
of 62 metres. After its construction, it remained the world's tallest structure for 40 years.
• Built as a burial site for the eponymous Pharaoh, it is the earliest known example of large-scale cut stone
construction.

Places to visit in Cairo
The Khan El-Khalili Market
• The Khan El-Khalili souk is Cairo's biggest open-air market.
• The El-Khalili dates from 1382, when Emir Djaharks El-Khalili built a large roadside inn on the site to
accommodate weary travellers.
• The El-Khalili is today the heart of Islamic Cairo, found to the west of the Midan El Hussien square.
• Visitors can expect vendors hawking wares such as spices, food, lamps, gold, silver and copper goods and
souvenirs.
• The El-Khalili's tea and coffee shops are another draw; many also offer fruit flavoured shisha. The most
famous is Fishawi's cafe, found close to Gamal el Sawy; dripping with atmosphere, its staff claim that it
has been continuously open for the last 200 years!

Places to visit in Cairo
The Citadel
• Cairo’s Saladin Citadel, perched on the top of Muqattam Hill in
the city centre, is a well-preserved medieval fortification
complete with a number of mosques and museums.
• The Citadel encloses a number of mosques, most famously the
Mosque of Mohammad Ali (aka Mohamed Ali Pasha), built
between 1828 and 1848
• Other attractions include:
• The Mosque of Sultan al-Nasir (dating back to the 14th
century, and famous for the beautiful Persian tiles on its
ribbed minarets),
• The Citadel Prison Museum (which once incarcerated former
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat for revolutionary activities),
• The Military Museum (the Citadel’s main building, housing a
collection of uniforms and arms and a large scale model of
the fortress), and
• The Citadel’s walls (30 feet high and 10 feet thick)
and terraces.
• Visit Time: Daily 9am-4pm (mosques closed Fri during
prayers).

Places to visit in Cairo
Cairo Tower
• With a height of 187 metres, the Cairo Tower (aka Borg
Al-Qahira) has been the tallest structure in Egypt for
half a century.
• Built of concrete, and located on Gezira Island with the
river Nile flowing serenely around it.
• Naoum Chebib’s design has a distinctive open latticework,
said to imitate the lotus, and is crowed by a circular,
rotating observation deck (one rotation takes just over an
hour).
• Visit Time:
• Winter: 8am to midnight
• Summer: 9am to 1am.

Places to visit in Cairo
Saint Simon the Tanner Monastery (A Cave Church)
• The Monastery of Saint Simon, also known as the Cave Church, is located in the Mokattam Mountain in
southeastern Cairo, Egypt, in an area that is known as ‘garbage city.
• The Monastery of St. Simon the Tanner is the largest and it has an amphitheater with a seating capacity of
20,000. The church is the largest church in the Middle East.
• Zabbaleen literally means garbage people. These garbage collectors are a unique community, if not all that well
respected, within Cairo.

Indian Restaurant in Cairo
Maharaja (Ramses Hilton Hotel)
• Indian artwork, natural wood floors and atmospheric lighting complement the authentic and exotic dining
experience at Maharaja Restaurant.
• From the show-cooking area, you can watch skilled Indian Chefs delicately preparing Tandoori and fresh Naan
bread in the traditional 'Tandoor' oven. Make sure to try their Rara Gosht as well as their Shami Kebab.
• For the fourth consecutive year, Maharaja has won 'Best Indian Cuisine' 2017 by cairo360.com, one of Cairo's
leading online guides.

Indian Restaurant in Cairo
Neil Bukhara
• Located near the Total Gas Station by the Maadi Entrance from the Cornich, Nile Bukhara boasts a slightly
over-done interior of wood fixtures and dim lighting, complimented with sitar music.

Indian Restaurant in Cairo
Indira Indian Restaurant (Holiday Inn)
• Feast on traditional Indian cuisine at Indira Restaurant,
with kebabs fresh from the tandoor oven.
• This exquisite specialty restaurant serves delicious Indian
cuisine using only fresh ingredients in an authentic setting.

Raj: High-End Indian Cuisine in Heliopolis
• Newly opened Indian restaurant Raj sits in the lobby of the
Fairmont Towers, in the company of other esteemed
dining venues.
• Raj serves your expected Indian fare with tandoori, biryani
and butter chicken on the menu.

Venues options for Excusive Dinner
Le Pacha 1901
• Le Pacha 1901 Cairo is the right place to go if you are
looking for extravagant Nile side dining.
• The venue located in the upscale Zamalek area and is a
“Floating Palace”.
• Le Pacha 1901 features Asiatique restaurant.
• A unique blend of modern and ancient Asian décor.
• It was for recognition of its outstanding food and
service, It opens from 5:00 PM to 2:00 AM.
• The capacity is 110 guests. It located on lower deck.
• Le Pacha 1901 also features Carlos restaurant.
• It is on the terrace. You can also enjoy a Sheesha with
a spectacular Nile View.
• The Capacity is 300 Guests.
• Live DJ daily starting at 8:00 PM at Johnny's ( Karaoke
Night on Sundays). The capacity is 150 guests.

Venue for Events
Le Pacha 1901
• Le Pacha has venues to serve a variety of occasions.

Nostalgie, on the main deck, also
offers lovely views of the Nile, is
easily divisible and accommodates
up to 200 guests.

Cloud 24 is largest space and is
located on the sun deck with open
air, Nile and city views
accommodating up to 350 guests.

The Tycoons is ideal for smaller
gatherings, accommodating up to 90
guests

Venues options for Excusive Lunch
Andrea New Giza: The perfect place for dining
• Positioned on top of a hill, it has a perfect view overlooking
Cairo, with all the tables set in an outdoor area under
canopies to protect you from the sun.

• The weather was just perfect! just relax and enjoy the
positive scenery provided by the colourful plants.

Venues options for Excusive Dinner
Cafelluca
• Cafelluca is a 2-hour trip on the Nile, offering you a truly Egyptian experience.
• On-board waiter, Food and beverage, Karaoke, and more are just a few of the amenities aboard your private
felucca boat.
• Experience the tradition and culture of old Cairo in the modern era.
• Set menus have a wide selection of food and beverages to choose from that acquires all tastes. E
• Enjoy the ecstatic Nile River with a new taste and a different view.
• Only for 26 guests.

Venues options for Excusive Dinner
Abou El Sid Zamalek: Travel Back in Time with Egypt’s Cuisine
• Cairo’s first hipster Egyptian restaurant (and now a national franchise),
Abou El Sid is as popular with tourists as it is with upper-class natives.
• You can get better molokhiyya (garlicky leaf soup, speciality of Egypt)
elsewhere, but here you wash it down with a wine or beer and lounge on
kitschy gilt ‘Louis Farouk’ furniture.
• Please Visit :- Abou El Sid Zamalek

Abu El Seid Restaurant

Venues options for Excusive Dinner
Maxim Restaurant
• The International Company for Touristic Projects (ICTP) established Maxim Restaurants in 1996, located in
front of Cairo Marriott Hotel, Zamalek.
• Maxim Restaurants is a multiphase visionary touristic project. The first phase was the outstanding and
luxurious cruising restaurant “Nile Maxim”.
• The second phase was the docked complex of restaurants was established at 2003 by the famous "Veranda"
lounge, recently in 2015 we established the most delightful and elegant restaurant and lounge “Gu Bar”.

• Khulkhal” Arabian restaurant was opened in 2007 on the upper deck with the unbeatable open air
atmosphere on the Nile offering varieties of Arabian cuisines; Egyptian and Lebanese .
• Risas Restaurant and lounge opened in 2011, has a friendly atmosphere with modern Spanish interior design,
offering an abundance of choice with a wide selection of top quality food and drinks.
• Outdoors opened in 2012, the perfect outing right on the Nile decks. With a different band each night and our
resident Dj.
• Please visit:- Maxim Restaurant

Photos of Maxim Restaurant

Things to do
Desert Quad Bike Safari with Optional GoPro
• Make your way to a traditional Bedouin village via a half-day quad bike
safari departing from Hurghada.
• Learn about the lives and traditions of the people and enjoy tea and
hookah.
• After you are picked up, you will be driven to get your bike. Then head
out, driving 18.5 miles (30 kilometres) to a nearby Bedouin village.

• Select the option including a GoPro to capture your memories using a
personal GoPro helmet. The camera will document your trip from start to
finish, allowing you to take scenic shots along the way. An expert guide
will show you how to use it in order to get the best shots, and at the end
of trip you can take the memory card with you.
• Upon arriving at the Bedouin village, enjoy a camel ride across the desert.
Then spend time talking with the locals and finding out about their
culture and traditions, before watching the beautiful sunset.

Things to do
Monastery area, you will find a newly Mountain Hiking activity:
• Created & Designed by a Canadian professor called Mario, he lives in Cairo for 25 years and he created this mountain
hiking games. (He called it the high ropes games)
• It’s working everyday except Sunday and needs a prior reservation with Mario.
• Mario High Ropes Team is all about the freedom of running, climbing, and a number of other adrenaline-spiking fun
activities.
• They have all the safety equipment you need to have a fun and safe time at High Ropes.
• First up is a Zip Line, which is a high tower that you can climb safely, and make like Tom Cruise sliding through
air on a rope.
• Next up, go a little vintage with Mission Impossible 2 as you go rock climbing right in the heart of Cairo with
highly secure equipment. It helps if you can get yourself exploding black sunglasses to complete the experience.
• Finally, there are the rope games, in High Ropes and Low Ropes. The difference between them is the height, and
they both revolve around walking atop a wooden bridge with ropes. High Ropes can be considered where the
experience peaks, literally. It allows you to climb to the highest point in the whole place and enjoy views from
high up top. Rock climbing is for 50 EGP, Zip Lining and Low Ropes for 75 EGP each, and High Ropes is for 100
EGP.
• Price: 300 EGP

Sand - Boarding

Things to do
Sound & Light Show at the Pyramids of Giza
• Journey through the history of Ancient Egypt with a ticket to the sound
and light show at the Pyramids of Giza.
• Take your seats in the Giza Plateau to watch the story of the pharaohs
and Egyptians projected onto the pyramids and Sphinx at night.
Experience:
• The magic of the Pyramids of Giza at night.
• Learn more about the ancient pharaohs during a spectacular sound and
light show.
• Get great views of the pyramids illuminated at night.
• Marvel as the Great Sphinx comes to life and speaks the words of a long
dead Egyptian ruler.
•
•

Giza pyramids is staged in English nightly at 7pm from October to April
and at 7:30pm May to September.
Depending on demand, there’s often a second or even third showing in
another language—either Italian, Spanish, French, or German.

Things to do
Full Day trip to Alexandria
• Discover the legendary city of Alexandria on a full day trip
from Cairo. Alexandria is a Mediterranean port city and the
second largest city in Egypt, founding by Alexander the Great
around 331 B.C.
• Visit the old Bibleotheca Alexandrina and enjoy fresh seafood
by the Mediterranean.
• Visit Pompey’s Pillar and Catacombs of Kom el
Shoqafa (within walking distance of each other).
• Drive/travel east along the Corniche and visit
the Alexandria National Museum and Bibliotheca
Alexandrina (it is a 20 minute walk or 5 minute drive
between these two sites)
• Finally, head to the Montaza Gardens to see the Al-Haramlik
Palace (exterior) and visit the gardens.

Things to do
Full Day trip to Wadi El Hitan
• The Wadi El Hitan is a unique paleontological site some 150 kilometres southwest of Cairo, often called
Whale Valley.
• It is the site where Archaeologist found hundreds of ancient whale fossils in 2005, which quickly led to its
status as a UNESCO World Heritage site.
• full day trip to Wadi Elhitan with 4W Jeep safari.
• Visit lake Qaroon, valley of Rayyan, Mudawara mountain, drive by the green fileds & the lake with stops to
enjoy, capture, and watch bird life.
• Visit the valley of the whales at Wadi Elhitan, tour the fossils museum, and the fossils track.

Team Building Activity
Think ‘n’ Drink
• Blending elements of the classic pub trivia format with the elegance and
sophistication of a cocktail party, the Think ‘n’ Drink puts a new twist on team
building.
• Enjoy rounds of fun-filled trivia while learning a thing or two about the history
behind your favorite drinks. It’s the perfect fit for any team wanting to do more
than just go for drinks.
How Does The Think ‘n’ Drink Work?
• Upon arrival, your group will be divided up into different teams who will use
their collective brain power during round after round of pub-style trivia.
• Each round will have a new theme, and at the end of each round of trivia one of
our master barkeeps will teach your team how to stir up a new tasty concoction!
• At the end of the final round, Hutong Host will announce the winning team!
Specifications
• Duration: 3 Hours
• Location: Indoors
• Group Size: 10-50

Outcomes
• Learn to impress with your new cocktail-making skills
• Work as a team through trivia challenges
• Create new memories with coworkers outside the office

Team Building Activity
Hook ‘n’ Cook

How Does The Hook ‘n’ Cook Work?
• Host will welcome you and your colleagues into our courtyard with
drinks and a brief introduction.
• After team members are broken into small teams, each is tasked with
completing one dish with their partners within a set amount of time.
• When the gong chimes, group members will reassemble, introduce
their dishes, and enjoy the scrumptious fare they worked so hard to
cook!
Specifications
• Duration: 3 Hours
• Location: Indoors
• Group Size: 10-50
Outcomes
• Improve communication between team members
• Celebrate accomplishing an unlikely challenge
• Come together over a large dinner with the whole group

Team Building Activity
Health & Wellness

How Does The Health & Wellness Work?
• Hosts run your team through several different fitness and wellness
activities in this half-day program.
• Content ranges from learning the benefits of Qigong to eight-minute
team workouts that help staff to re-focus.
• This program gets you up and moving and helps your team members
to understand how easy it can be to bring healthy living back into the
office!
Specifications
• Duration: 3-4 Hours
• Location: Indoors
• Group Size: 10-25
Outcomes
• Foster communication skills among team members
• Help team members play vital roles both as leaders and supporters
• Improve the timing and delivery of information for better results

Team Building Activity
Via Ferrata

How Does The Via Ferrata Work?
• Each Via Ferrata climber is equipped with a harness and set of
lanyards that connect them to cable on the wall.
• The climbers then use the cable to traverse the route.
• A safe method of climbing, Via Ferrata allows enthusiasts of all ages
to experience the thrill of rock climbing.
• This is the way for a team to bond than by conquering a rock face
and enjoying otherwise unreachable spectacular views.
Specifications
• Duration: 3-4 Hours
• Location: Indoors
• Group Size: 25
Outcomes
• Learning to overcome perceived fear of failure
• Tackling active challenges together
• Discovering the majestic beauty of the landscape around Beijing

Suggested Itinerary
<3 Nights & 4
Days>
Day 01:
• Arrival Cairo International Airport
• Embark your coach and transfer to the hotel
• Enroute Lunch at outside restaurant
• Check-in to the hotel
• Evening: dinner cruise which including:
o Round trip transfer.
o Sailing for 2 hours in the River Nile.
o International open buffet.
o Oriental show & belly dancing.
• Return back to the hotel
• Overnight stay at hotel

Please Note:No beverage is included in Cruise cost.

.

Suggested Itinerary
<3 Nights & 4
Days>
Day 02: (Full Day Pyramids, Sphinx &
Egyptian Museum)
• Breakfast at the hotel
• Start full day Cairo tour to visit:
o Pyramids
o Sphinx
o Papyrus Institute
o Gold-Silver Shop
o Perfume Factory
o Egyptian Museum
• Lunch at Andrew New Giza
• Gala Dinner at Le Pacha 1901
Restaurant
• Overnight stay at hotel

Suggested Itinerary
<3 Nights & 4
Days>
Day 03: <Full Day Alexandria>
• Breakfast at the hotel
• Transfer to Alexandria Tour:• The Catacombs
• Pompey’s Pillar
• Roman Amphitheatre
• Qait Bay Fortress from outside
• Lunch at Indian Local Restaurant
• Dinner at outside Indian Restaurant
• Overnight stay at Hotel

Suggested Itinerary
<3 Nights & 4
Days>
Day 04:
• Breakfast at the hotel
• Check out from the hotel
• Transfer to Cairo International Airport
• Departure

Suggested Hotels
The Nile Ritz - Carlton 5*
• Situated in the heart of Cairo lies the iconic Nile RitzCarlton Cairo, situated between the Nile river, Tahrir
square and adjacent to the Egyptian Museum.
• The hotel features panoramic views of the Nile corniche
and only a stroll across to Qasr El Nil Bridge and Cairo
Opera House.
• Khan El Khalili Bazaar is 1 km away from The Nile RitzCarlton, Cairo, while The Cairo Tower is 1.3 km away. The
nearest airport is Cairo Airport, 25 km from the property.
• Al Qahira Ballroom (5604 Sq.ft) which can accommodate
200 Pax in cluster.
• No. of Rooms:- 331 rooms including 50 suites
• For more details please visit:- The Nile Ritz – Carlton, Cairo

Suggested Hotels
Fairmont Nile City Hotel 5*
•
.
•

Located in the Nile City Towers by the River Nile, this 5star hotel features a rooftop pool deck with spectacular
views across Cairo to the Pyramids.
Fairmont Nile City is located just 23.5 km from Cairo
Int’l Airport and Cairo Museum is within 10 minutes
drive away. Nile Towers Mall is footsteps away from the
hotel.

• Largest Meeting room (9,100 Sq.ft) - for up to 400
persons in cluster style.

• No. of Rooms:- 542 rooms
• For more details please visit:- Fairmont Nile City Hotel

Suggested Hotels
Steigenberger Hotel El Tahrir Cairo 4*
•

Situated in Cairo in the Cairo Governate Region, 200 m from The
Egyptian Museum, Steigenberger El Tahrir features an outdoor
pool and sauna.

•

Khan Al Khalili is 2.2 km from Steigenberger El Tahrir, while
Muizz Street is 2.2 km away. Cairo International Airport is 17 km
from the property.

• Multi-purpose Ballroom (3767 Sq.ft with three partitions,
panorama daylight, pre-function area and a separate entrance) for up to 250 persons in banquet style

• No. of Rooms:- 295 rooms
• For more details please visit:- Steigenberger Hotel El Tahrir Cairo

Suggested Hotels
Ramses Hilton Hotel 4*
•

Overlooking the Nile River and just a 5-minute walk
from the Cairo Museum, the Ramses Hilton boasts an
elevated pool terrace heated in the winter, an on-site
casino and gym.

•

Guest rooms feature balconies offering Nile or
panoramic city views.

•

Cairo International Airport is 24.1 km away and an
airport transfer to the hotel is available.

• Largest Meeting room (9,100 Sq.ft) - for up to 650
persons in banquet style
• No. of Rooms:- 771 rooms
• For more details please visit:- Ramses Hilton

Suggested Hotels
Cairo Marriott Hotel 5*
•

Located in Cairo’s Zamalek district, the Marriott Omar
Khayyam offers luxurious rooms with a balcony
overlooking the Nile or the gardens.

•

It features a casino and 15 food and beverage outlets.
The hotel's Cairo Twin Towers provide panoramic views
of the Nile and six acres of the palace gardens.

•

The Gabalaya Park and Aquarium are just a 2-minute
walk from the Cairo Marriott.

•

Zamalek is a great choice for travellers interested
in nightlife, restaurants and budget-friendly travelling.

• Aida Ballroom (7772 Sq.ft) - for up to 400 persons in
banquet style

• No. of Rooms:- 1064 rooms
• For more details please visit:- Cairo Marriott Hotel

Cost Implication
Location
Hotels

Egypt - Cairo
Steigenberger Hotel 4*

Ramses Hilton 5*

Occupancy

Single

Double

Single

Double

Ground Total

46,680/-

34,510/-

37,240/-

29,920/-

Flight Cost

36,000/-

36,000/-

36,000/-

36,000/-

Total Ground

82,680/-

70,510/-

73,240/-

65,920/-

*All costs are mentioned in INR
Please Note:• The above quote is for 50 Passengers travelling together.
• At the time no services are confirmed and the same is subject to availability.
• No services are blocked at the moment and the same is subject to availability at the time of confirmation .
• In case of any unprecedented hike in Hotel charges or other service charges, the same will be levied extra.
• Early check in is only available on request subject to room availability & occupancy levels at additional cost
and late check out.

Inclusions:
• Accommodation in well-appointed room for 3 Nights/ 4 Days on Twin
Share / Single basis.
• Meal Plan:• Day 1:- Lunch at outside Indian restaurant & Dinner at Neil River
Cruise.
• Day 2:- Breakfast at the Hotel, Lunch at Andrew & Gala Dinner at
Le Pacha 1901.
• Day 3:- Breakfast at the hotel, Lunch at outside restaurant &
dinner at outside Indian Restaurant
• Day 4:- Breakfast at the Hotel.
• Return airport transfers and sightseeing transfers in A/C coaches on
SIC basis.
• Return Airfare.
• Visa
• English Speaking Guide throughout the tour.
• Sightseeing :• Full Day Cairo Tour
• Full Day Alexandria tour
• Neil river Dinner cruise
• Gala Dinner on Day 2 which includes:
• 2 hours free flow of soft drinks & Alcohol
• DJ

Exclusions:
• Anything which is not included in above package
• Any expenditure which is personal in nature (like room
service ,minibar usage etc.)
• Any kind of event setup
• Early Check in & Late Check out.
• Venue rental
• Licenses on actuals
• Government Service Tax is applicable

Supplement Cost:

•
•
•

Entry of solar boat Museum = 950 Per person
Entry of Cheops Pyramid = 2100 Per person
The entrance of mummies room in the Egyptian
Museum = 1180 Per person

Egyptian Souvenir
Papyrus

Perfume

Brass and
Copperware

Sheesha Pipes

Egyptian Local cuisine
Ful Medammes
Perfumeit’s a staple in every
Ful is the most common traditional breakfast,
Egyptians’ diet. Ful, pronounced as fool, is made of fava beans
cooked with oil and salt. Fava beans (broad beans) are encased in
long fat green pods.

Ta’meya
Falafel are traditionally served in Egyptian breakfast along with ful,
eggs, cheese and pita bread.
Brass and
Copperware

Sheesha Pipes

Koshari
Koshary or koshari is one of the most traditional Egyptian foods. It
is popularly found on the streets of Egypt served from carts and
restaurants and it’s a cheap and filling meal – a total carb bomb!

Visa - Requirement & Procedure for
Tourist Visa
Egypt Visa Documentation
• Original passport with a validity for at least 06 months after the intended stay/departure date from Egypt and
minimum two blank pages for visa stamping.
• Attach all old passports (if any)
• Egypt Visa Application Form :- One visa application forms duly filled and signed. Sample form attached for the
reference also request all delegates to send 2-3 blank Visa application form only with signature.
• Photo Specification: 4 recent passport size photographs with matt or semi matt finish, 80% face coverage, white
background and without border (Size: 35mm x 45mm).
Please note: Photograph should not be more than 3 months old, scanned/stapled and should not be used in any of
the previous visas.
• Covering-Letter : - from applicant stating his name, designation, passport number and purpose & duration of
visit. The letter should be duly signed by the applicant Covering-Letter should be on plain A4 size paper.
• Financials: Personal bank statement for last Six months Printed in the bank itself with original bank stamp and
signature on all pages with minimum closing balance of Rs. 1 Lac.
• Leave Letter: An NOC for leave from employer clearly mentioning applicants name, passport number and duration
of visit. The letter must be duly signed by the authorized signatory stating his/her name, designation, contact
details & address
• Flight ticket copies
• Accommodation Voucher

Thank You

